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……15 Years and still rolling……. 

Open MIC is open for anyone.      

9:00: AM Pacific Thursday 800 504-8071 Code is 5556463 

 

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT US 

CALL OR EMAIL 

ANTHONY OWEN 

888-74AGENT (24368) 

tony@annuityagentsalliance.com 

OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE 

 

mailto:tony@annuityagentsalliance.com
http://www.annuityagentsalliance.com
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 Here are some words of wisdom:  Play Bocce 
Ball and live a long time 

   

  

 

The small white ball is the "p" (target) 

I decided to try something new, I joined a Bocce Ball league in St. Helena 
California.  The league has been in existence for 25 years and prior to that it 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Bocce_players_scoring.jpg�
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was played in this area for the past 100 years as an Italian Rec. sport.  The 
game is quite simple, a small white ball (the P) is thrown and both teams 
try and get their balls (red and green, (sometimes blue) color) closer, the 
closest balls wins the point.  A 4 point roll is called a Casino. 

My team is mostly seniors, age 65 (me) to 85, the oldest.  There are 8 
members on my team (we trade off for game), our name is Hogan's Hero's 
after the team captain, Ron Hogan.  Ron is in his late 70's and has 
Parkinson's disease, he has a little trouble getting ready to roll but when he 
does he is deadly accurate. 

We play a 20 game season, currently we are 2-1.  Each game is really 3 
different 12 point games, winners are the ones who get 2 of 3 wins.  

Not like a fast paced game of basketball but still a game requiring finesse, 
sharp shooting and the devilish desire to knock you competitor's ball away 
from the P. 

 

These foils have been playing Bocce all their lives and are very serious, I 
made a rules error in week 2 and was immediately re-explained the rules 
but 4-5 people playing, just to make sure I understood.  There are 16 teams 
of 8 each playing on 8 courts.  A real experience. 

 

The reason I am sharing all this with you is because of a wonderful older 
man rolling in the court next to me last week.  He has a "walker" to help 
him move and is slow to get ready, but still a solid roller.  We would visit 
while we were waiting for our teammates to roll the balls our direction.   

Totally unsolicited Fred said to me as we leaned over the end rail how two 
things keep him going (he as now 90) his love for Bocce and his desire to 
"screw" over his insurance company.  I laughed and said what did he 
mean....his answer was simple, he had annuities that paid him lifetime 
income and the longer he lived the more it cost the insurance company. 

 

In other words, he had lifetime guaranteed income and he was enjoying it 
every month.  I said: 
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"Fred, what do you do with the money every month?"   

He had a simple answer which should make sense for all of us....he said  

"I spend it because I know a new check will come again on the 1st." 

 

Doesn't that sound familiar?  And doesn't that put our careers in 
perspective?  Fred is playing Bocce Ball every week from his walker, loving 
life and not worrying about retirement income, why?  Because Fred owns 
annuities. 

 

I was never prouder. 
 

Here is a pic of Fred getting ready to roll the Bocce.  Never give up 
Fred, never! 
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Indexed Annuities can only go up. (My deep thought 
quote of the day...BB) 

 

 
Bill 
 
I have lost several sales off these leads because of low caps. The prospects 
very much likes the income rider, but they just can't get past the fact that 
account value may be depleted by their mid 80's. Prospects have been in 
their mid-60's wanting to start income at or before 70. Tell them caps will 
go up as interest rates rise, etc., etc., etc., but still can't get past the reality of 
these low caps. Splitting any of their funds to a MYGA or FIA without the 
income rider isn't a solution, because it doesn't leave enough $$$ to create 
sufficient income from the rider. Last resort is to fall-back on a bank CD 
ladder for interest income, but the commissions aren't there. Suggestions?   
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Editorial 
 

Yes, I do have a suggestion.  The suggestion is based on a  question.  

"What is the money for?"   

There are lots of ways to ask that question, such as "What is the purpose of 
the funds and what do you want them to accomplish?"  (my favorite) 

The days of having your cake and eating it to are gone, too much 
manipulation from Wall Street, too much compliance, US Treasuries way to 
low, too many Hedge Fund companies manipulating for gross profits, bank 
interest rates too low....it goes on and on. 

Your comment about the caps being too low is thinking from the wrong 
point of view, my answer is simple...."Who cares what the cap is?"  

You say it is important, but I say it isn't...not if the answer is 
LTMONOFGI  (long term monthly occurring never outliving fully 
guaranteed income.)  

If the answer is for income, then the caps are meaningless and you as the 
agent are studying the problem facing insurance companies way to0 hard.  
Focus on the Fact Finder and Focus on the answer.   
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"What is the money for?" 

Let the insurance company worry about their bottom line and the spread, 
focus on the "purpose" of the annuity. 

Then there is the risk factor, the factor that says if I am taking a risk, what 
is my reward?  The answer may surprise you. 

 

Go to this website www.gafriss.com  

 

$300,000 deposit, 2% bonus, estimated return 3%. 

In 5 years the income value would be $25,245 (LTMONOFGI) 

The estimated account value at 3% minus rider cost would be $330,489 at 
age 65 (5 years). 

So out comes the income which was the goal of the annuity income....but 
the prospect wants his "cake and eat it to" so how can we help our agent 
make the sales he is losing? 

It is all about how you look at things... 

 

• Mrs. Jones, you stated that you wanted to use your IRA for income 
correct?   

• You also stated that because of the "low caps" you might not use my 
product, correct? 

• You felt that using the funds as income might leave your heirs with 
nothing, correct? 

• You are considering other investments with risk in order to have 
income and have your account grow, correct? 

• Mrs. Jones, I assume you want to have your cake and eat it also, 
correct?  
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• In other words you want maximize income and still have all your 
funds, correct? 

• Examining this more in depth, these funds are needed for income, but 
the fear of not having funds later in life because of the low caps are 
causing you to not buy this annuity and in doing so you are accepting 
risk which could erode your financial future, correct? 

• If I could show you how you could have LTMONOFGI and still be 
fully guaranteed to leave a future value to your heirs, would you buy 
my annuity? 

• If the answer is yes, show them this simple concept. 

 

Your account has a value of $300,000. 

Use $250,000to buy income with an indexed annuity with an income rider.  
In 5 years you would be guaranteed to have an annual income of $21,038 
(LTMONOFGI)  

Use $50,000 of your $300,000 and buy a single pay fully guaranteed life 
insurance policy with a future death benefit of $400,000. 

 

Now you have income which you can never outlive and now your heirs will 
inherit tax free $400,000 even if your annuity account value is $0. 

Will she buy the dual policies, probably not.  The reason is she will always 
go for the maximum income, but the point will be made.  You can have 
income and you can have a guaranteed future value. 

 

Yes....you can "have your cake and eat it too"....BB 

 

******Here is an easy to understand a site which can be used to determine 
life expectancy with your clients and prospects, it can be used with an iPad 
and makes a great point.  

http://media.nmfn.com/tnetwork/lifespan 
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--------------------------------------------------- 
FINRA and BrokerCheck 

http://www.investmentnews.com/article/20120527/REG/305279993/-1/INIssueAlert01 

New and improved database ready to go.... 
 
And then of course there is this...... 

FINRA refuses to post scores for brokers 
tests 
 

http://www.investmentnews.com/article/20120527/REG/305279993/-1/INIssueAlert01 

 

-------------------------------------------------- 
Barron's Magazine Top 50 Annuities 
 
http://online.barrons.com/article/SB50001424053111903964304577422130743520466.html?mod=B
OL_twm_ls#articleTabs_article%3D1 

 

Here are the results from the article for FIA 
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---------------------------------------------------  

Annuity Specs releases Annuity results 
Sheryl Moore's report 

http://www.insurancenewsnet.com/article.aspx?id=343312&type=topnews 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
Those at the top steal..... $47.7 million  to be exact 

National Association of Personal Financial Advisors.....probably 
will get a slap on the wrist, nothing like what happened to 
Glean.... 
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http://www.investmentnews.com/article/20120520/REG/305209973/-1/INIssueAlert01 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
Wealthy Looking for safety also 

http://www.investmentnews.com/article/20120520/REG/305209997/-1/INIssueAlert01 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

When the dust settles, I know who will be on 
top....BB 
http://insurancenewsnet.com/article.aspx?id=343539 

Why Indexed Annuities Keep Charging Ahead 
May 23, 2012 

By Linda Koco 

AnnuityNews 

In the first quarter, indexed annuities topped the charts in sales growth among all annuity lines as 

compared to first quarter 2011. 

The sales volume still did not surpass that of more traditional annuity products, such as variable 

annuities and fixed deferred annuities, but in terms of sales growth, the products were definitely the 

leader of the pack, and by a substantial margin. 

What’s behind it? The answer is in the sales results themselves. 

The sales results 

First quarter indexed annuity sales reached $8.1 billion -- up 14 percent compared to first 

quarter 2011, according to estimates from LIMRA. AnnuitySpecs.com is reporting similar results — 

first quarter sales of $8 billion in 2012, up by more than 13 percent from first quarter last year. 

The differences in results reported by the two firms are not significant, given that the firms have 

slightly different lists of participating companies as well as different research parameters and 

definitions. 

http://annuitynews.com/AuthorProfile/Linda_Koco/57�
http://www.annuitynews.com/�
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But the double-digit growth that both firms identified is significant, especially when viewed against the 

performance of other annuity product lines. For example, total variable annuity sales fell by 7 

percent in first quarter 2012 compared to first quarter last year, according to LIMRA.  

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

The Fool Writes about Annuities 
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/47604630/ns/business-motley_fool/ 

Anything positive from the Motley Fool is helpful....BB 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

   
 

Hey!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.....Annuity goes Mobile 
Go to the iphone store and search annuity calc...scroll down a 
few and there we are....if you like what we have done...write a 
review.... 

It's a free download....make sure your clients and prospects are 
aware they can download for free. 
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Look lower right 

 

 

Push the button (the A) 
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Use the calculator!!! 
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Big Truck Questions 
 
Questions for the Owen's Brothers from the Crew 
 

  

Q.    Do you guys buy the product you sell? Do you 
own annuities? 

 

-------------------------------------------- 

Who are you going to call? 

.......Retire Village! 
 We help you generate Leads 

 
1. SEO management ~ look long term ~ 2 to 3 years to evaluate 
2. Telemarketing services to collect e-mail  
3. Custom phone numbers for tracking ad words  
4. Not just a facelift but much more.. 

 

------------------------ 
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Annuity.com Life Division:   
www.Annuity.com/life 
Shaun Ebben: President, Annuity.com/life 

 208) 297-7818. Office 
855-855-2522 
208-585-1312 Cell 
480-275-3671 Fax 
shaun@annuity.com 
Have a look at the new site.... 

 

 

    
Dave has some product updates… 

mailto:shaun@theleadguys.net�
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(exclusive) Leads $25 for Life Leads for the 
Crew 

Here is a sample....Shaun is here to tell you 
more about them. 

Here is a life lead that could also be an annuity 
sale.....look! 

first: Pete 
last: Frances 
address: 253 jefferson st 
city: Bellevue 
state: WA 
zip: 98605 
email: xxxxxxx@yahoo.com 
phone: 541399xxxx 
work:  
gender: male 
dob: 1948-07-20 
coverage_type: Whole Life 

coverage_amount: $350,000 

coverage_term: 0 
heightFT: 6 
heightIN: 2 
weight: 201 
familyhist: no 
familydeath: no 
dui: no 
tobacco: N 
medhist: none 

 

Today’s Life Insurance Lead market has been disappointing to say the least.  It’s getting 
harder and harder to find a good lead source.  The Lead Market has been saturated with 
fly-by-night shops that over promise and under deliver.  With the exception of a few lead 
companies, most disappear as fast as they appear.  This is where The Lead Guys come 
in.  We believe in having integrity behind our lead.  That is; we are up front and honest 
about internet leads, and the product we provide to our agents.      

mailto:pfuentes@yahoo.com�
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Types of Leads Exclusive:  Our leads are exclusive and organically generated.  This 
means that these are leads that are people genuinely interested in life insurance, and 
have investigated prices on the internet.  There is no way of knowing where every 
individual has been on the internet, but these leads are guaranteed to have been 
cultivated from actual insurance interest on the world wide web.  The Lead Guys LLC 
has extensive experience in the world of online leads, and are using this knowledge to 
provide the best lead possible to our agents.   

•Highest Quality - We specialize in search-generated leads, sell only to licensed agents 
and guarantee exclusivity. 

•Instant Delivery - Contact customers while they are still searching. 

•Real customers - We gather from all major search engines. Customers provide basic 
information in order to be obtain insurance.  

•Target the highest quality leads -  Target by geography, demographics and policy types. 

•Leads are delivered instantly - Delivery via email. Industry-leading quality 

 

Please Contact Shaun to set up a one on one training session to go over the different 
types of electronic apps and scripts for being successful on writing Life Insurance over 
the phone.. 

Shaun Ebben 

208-297-7818 

shaun@annuity.com  

 

------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Meet the publisher....... Ralph Hill 
Ralph owns The Copy Machine Inc  

562 1st Avenue S # 100 
Seattle, WA 98104-2866  

 Phone: (206) 622-3738  

About: 
The Copy Machine Inc in Seattle, WA is a private company which is listed under copying and duplicating 

mailto:shaun@annuity.com�
http://www.manta.com/c/mmgh7wk/the-copy-machine-inc�
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service. Current estimates show this company has an annual revenue of $800,000 and employs a staff of 
7. 

http://www.copymachine.net/ 

 

      

 
Color front and back, photo, bio and contact info. Ralph and his team 
will provide set up, formatting and layout, all you need is the photo, 
bio and contact info.  The book is available in a range of 50 copies and 
as many as 200, per order. 
 
50 copies are $7.00 each or $350 for 50 
100 copies are $6.50 each or $650 for 100. 
200 copies are $6.00 each $1,200 for 200. 

And....you can share this URL with your clients and prospects for 
more "Safe Money" topics 

http://www.annuity.com/safemoney 
Here is your contact info..... 

Ralph or Damon   
The Copy Machine 
206.622.3738 
emailus@copymachine.net 
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Disclaimer:   
I obtain information from many sources, print, internet, agent 
gossip and other media.  I always try and provide the original 
source or the link but my note taking habitually is lacking.   

Much of the content on Open MIC is written by me and is my 
personal opinion.  You should never consider that I am the 
world’s greatest authority or expert on anything.  Always consult 
professionals who are licensed to give correct advice regarding 
taxes and securities and other topics of great importance.   

I am an authority in lead generation and marketing annuities 
and am fully licensed as an insurance salesman. I sell state 
approved annuity products provided by licensed insurance 
companies. 

I am also NOT an economist by license, only by avocation and 
hobby.  If you decide to make decisions based on my particular 
view of the world, you should get it verified by licensed 
professionals or get your head examined. 

Open MIC is and was created for the entertainment of our 
agents, family, friends, guests, industry spies and myself.  Be 
careful with the information contained in Open MIC and always 
get advice from licensed professionals. You never know, 
sometimes I might make something up….so always verify! 

Also, the information used in Open MIC is free; I assert no 
copyright or literary rights. Copy away. 

Our competitors will copy Open MIC anyway so I might just as 
well give it away, saves so much mental anguish and sleepless 
nights. 

 

More Legal Stuff...  
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Be responsible... we cannot know your individual situation, 
always do your own due diligence before responding to any offer 
or investing any money. 

I can't accept responsibility for the profitability or legality of any 
published articles or opinions published in Open MIC. Nothing 
in these Open MIC notes should be considered personalized 
advice. Although I may answer your general questions, I am not 
licensed under securities laws to address your particular 
situation. No communication by me to you should be deemed as 
personalized advice.  

And, although all of the articles have been selected for their 
content, however in the interests of balanced reporting we often 
publish articles we may not agree with, the publishing of such 
articles within this newsletter does NOT constitute a 
recommendation of the products or services mentioned or 
advertised within those articles.  

We make no compensation for the publishing (or hosting) of 
Open MIC Notes. 
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